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We know you love your dog and want to be sure his or her training is a 
positive experience. To build your confidence in us we would like to 
present our credentials. 

Scotch Pines Dog Training, Specializing In Off-Leash Obedience, was started in 
1993 by Will and Vivian Stoppel when they lived on Scotch Pines Road in Payette, 
Idaho. Their daughter, April, is the current owner of what is now the largest dog 
training school in Idaho and one of the largest in the nation. Stephanie & 
Belle are the local franchise trainers/owner and are eager to meet your training 
needs through this exceptional program. We enjoy tremendous support from 
veterinarians, law enforcement officials, and humane societies. 

We train over 850 dogs per year so we’ve been privileged to work with all breeds 
and all personalities. We love them all, and look forward to getting to know you 
and your best friend this session. 

REFERENCES
“As a veterinarian I highly recommend Scotch Pines Dog Training. A bond of 
loyalty is created by the humane training methods.” 
 - Dr. Swane, Pet Haven Veterinary Clinic 

”I have seen graduates from other obedience classes, and there is no comparison. 
Scotch Pines is the only school I will recommend to our clients.”  
 -Julia Bowen, Kindness Small Animal Center 

“Scotch Pines Dog Training is well known and highly recommended by this 
department.”  
 -Bud Reifsnyder, Fruitland Chief of Police  

“Your presentation on the topic of dog behavior was excellent.”  
 -Phillip Mamer DMV, Idaho State Veterinary Medical Officer 
 Investigation of Cruelty to Animals and Humane Animal Restraint Techniques 

 “The training methods of Scotch Pines are serious, but not harsh or inhumane. 
Many dogs’ lives have been saved because of the training methods Scotch Pines 
recommends.” 
 -Jan Zimmerman, Director Canyon County Animal Shelter 
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“Scotch Pines courses are informative and fun. Best of all, they produce tremendous 
results.”  
 -Dr. Norman, Ontario Animal Hospital

“Our clients highly praise the techniques.”  -Weiser Veterinary Clinic

 
“I have come to rely heavily on Scotch Pines for both behavioral counseling and 
obedience training. I recommend them to my clients because I see excellent 
results.” 
 -Dr. Wethered, Ewing Animal Hospital

 
“Recently, my dog, Lydia and I attended the basic dog obedience class at Scotch 
Pines. I was very impressed by the program. I highly recommend the class to my 
clients.”  
 -Dr German, Orchard Animal Clinic

 
“We have had no negative reports and recommend Scotch Pines to all our clients and 
friends.”  
 -Dr. Sherman, Pet Care Center 

 
“We have heard nothing but positive comments.” -Ashton-Clark Veterinary Clinic 
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THE KOEHLER METHOD
Scotch Pines Dog Training uses the method devised by William Koehler, chief 
animal trainer to Walt Disney Studios for twenty years. During his career, 
Mr. Koehler oversaw the training of 40,000 dogs and wrote the world’s number 
one selling dog training book, The Koehler Method of Dog Training.

The distinctive results of the Koehler method are dogs who will happily obey 
off-leash in the presence of distractions. 

At Scotch Pines we diligently researched other methods before settling on the 
Koehler method. As part of this investigation, we took a three week trip across 
the United States, asking dog trainers about their methods and the results. We 
found methods that are easier, methods that use no force, and methods that are 
great for getting dogs to perform tricks (food training, click and treat), but NONE 
of them could compare to the Koehler method for off-leash reliability in real life 
distractions. The Koehler method works and we are very enthusiastic that it will 
work for your dog also!  

1. Why should my dog learn to obey off leash if I live in the city?

If a dog is not obedient without a leash, there is one command he will never 
obey – COME! Even in your backyard, you need your dog to come when called. 
Country walks, camping, or romps in the park are pretty bleak for the dog that 
must forever be on a leash.

2. Does Scotch Pines train for the 
     show ring? 

A dog that has been through our 
course can certainly compete well 
in the obedience ring, but our focus 
is on a greater level of obedience 
than a rote routine in an artificial 
environment. We gear our training 
toward real life obedience.

“It’s always ‘Sit,’ ‘Stay,’ ‘Heel’—  
never ‘Think,’ ‘Innovate,’  

‘Be youself.’”

LARGEST 
DOG TRAINING 
SCHOOL
IN IDAHO



3. Is this method right for all dogs?

Tens of thousands of dogs of all breeds and temperaments have successfully 
and happily graduated from Koehler courses throughout the world. Why not 
your dog too?

4. Why are the classes so big? Will I get personal attention?

Dogs trained in quiet, calm settings only obey in quiet, calm settings – not in 
the hustle and bustle of real life. Thirty other dogs is a wonderful distraction, 
along with a goat, rabbit, hamburger, cat food and other distractions we bring 
to class. We have found that students trained in a private setting never do as 
well as participants in our group class setting. If you really think you need extra 
personal attention, we have private lessons available by appointment for a fee. 
Talk to your trainer for information.

5. Will we be using food treats?

NO. Food treats are great for getting dogs to do tricks, run agility courses, 
and look good in the show ring. However, food treat training is worthless in 
producing an off-leash reliable dog in real life distractions, because eventually 
the distraction is desired more than the treat and your dog will not obey. Guide 
dogs, police dogs, search and rescue dogs – dogs that require serious obedience 
are NOT food trained. We will be using instruction, correction and praise.

 6. What about no-force methods I have read about?

If there were a no-force method that could truly produce off-leash reliability, 
Scotch Pines would be delighted to teach that method. Sadly, because of the 
psychology of the dog, no-force methods (clicker, treats, etc.) produce a trick 
performing dog that cannot be trusted off-leash in the presence of distractions. 
(A dog a quarter mile away in hot pursuit of a rabbit will not come for a cookie!) 
This truth is even admitted by treat trainers and those who use inductive, rather 
than compulsive, methods. Here are their quotes: 

“Can inductive training override instinctive behavior, such as a male dog’s 
pursuit of a female in season, or the hunting dog’s following the trail of game? 
Our experience is that it cannot. . .” 
  -Joachim Volhard, Teaching Dog Obedience Classes 

“The most potent reinforce wins out over the less potent . . . be advised that 
if you are trying to obtain COME using freeze dried liver, but the forest is 
offering rabbit trail…the forest will win.” 
  -Jean Donaldson, The Culture Clash 

7. Some people have criticized the Koehler method as harsh because it involves 
     a collar yank for correction. Will this training break by dog’s spirit? 

All you need to settle this question is to watch our graduates and talk to their 
owners. The self confident, happy obedience of the dogs and the delighted 
enthusiasm of the owners will immediately dispel that notion.



8. Will my dog dislike me if I correct him?

Dogs are born to follow, respect, and adore a pack leader who guides with 
gentleness and keeps order through fair, but firm, discipline. Your dog began 
accepting discipline as a puppy from his mother. His littermates helped civilize 
him and each other through discipline. Discipline is a fact of life in the animal 
world of the dog. He expects you, as his leader, to guide him, love him, protect 
him, provide for him—and discipline him, when necessary. If you fail to do 
so, and let him get away with bad behavior, he will know that you are not 
leadership material. We have watched thousands of students be firm with their 
dogs only to have the dogs love them more! We have also watched students 
pathetically tug at the leash and futilely beg their dogs to behave, only to have 
those dogs snap at them when they had enough of such irritating pestering. 
Give your dog the gift of security—become his beloved leader.

9. Will my dog enjoy training?

Your dog will love training as long as he is being obedient, pleasing you and 
getting wonderful PRAISE. When he resists and needs correction, he will not be 
having fun, just as you do not have fun when you have broken the law and a 
policeman is writing you a ticket. Until you correct firmly enough to bring him 
past contention, he may sulk, act timid, or even bite at you. Once he decides to 
accept you as his leader, he will be a happy fellow again. 

10. Can I expect results even if I don’t do the homework?

Yes, you can expect results, but they won’t be good. If you don’t do the 
homework you might as well drop out now. It’s not fair to your dog, your 
classmates or your trainer if you don’t try to succeed. You have invested money 
and time . . . so give it your best effort!! The results will pay rich dividends. In the 
whole scheme of things, 9 weeks is a short length of time compared to the life 
of your dog.

 
WHAT HAPPENS IF? 
. . . I physically can’t make the moves?

Call the trainer. This course can be adapted to your abilities. Handlers in 
wheelchairs and on crutches have successfully graduated their dogs. 

. . . I miss class?

In the first six weeks, missing class without getting a makeup lesson can be 
disastrous. If you absolutely must miss, make arrangements with the trainer as 
soon as possible. Sometimes you may be able to attend a different class, at a 
different time, as we often teach several classes running concurrently on the 
same track. You may also buddy up with a classmate who can show you what 
was taught that week. Homework will not be given in the first six weeks without 
a makeup lesson. There will be a fee for makeup lessons with the trainer. 



. . . I am doing so poorly with my dog that I am embarrassed enough to drop out?

If you really love your dog, and want to give him a chance to succeed, you’ll 
hang in there. Call the trainer for a private lesson (at no charge). At Scotch Pines, 
we will do everything we can to help you – but we can’t help you if you give up. 
Remember: winners never quit and quitters never win.

. . . I’m hard of hearing?

Stand directly in front of the speaker and watch the other handlers. Talk to the  
trainer. We will do what we can to help!

. . . My dog starts acting sad or runs away when I get the leash?

Only one thing makes a dog act sad and sullen during training. HIS OWNERS  
NEGATIVE EMOTIONS! If you are tense, worried, and unhappy about giving  
corrections, your dog will immediately sense your uneasiness and become  
depressed and insecure. Correct with vigor and a smile. If you are a weak leader  
and do not insist upon obedience, he will rebel with sulkiness. Press through his  
resistance with firm corrections and he will recognize your worth as a leader and  
cheer right up. If you are training your dog for your own ego and glory, he  
will know. Dogs are very intuitive. Be considerate of your dog, praise with 
enthusiasm, and always keep a relaxed cheerful attitude, NO MATTER WHAT. His 
tail will start wagging again. You set the tone.

. . . Life events force me to drop out?

Call the trainer. We 
can bump you into 
another class later 
on at no charge. Of  
course, people who 
just get lazy and 
drop out will have 
to re-enroll at full 
tuition if they want 
to try again. 

. . . I don’t have time to 
     do my homework? 

You and your dog 
will flunk.



HOW FAST WILL MY DOG LEARN?
All dogs are wonderfully brilliant! The best results come when the handler is 
sensitive, timely and appropriate with praise and correction. If your dog is not 
doing well, look at your handling methods before blaming your dog. It is true 
that different breeds learn at different rates, but what really matters is the mind-
set and diligence of the handler. You influence your success more than your dog 
does. Aim high and you can experience amazing and rewarding results. If you are 
sloppy, your dog will be too. If you get discouraged, ask the trainer for help!

• NO FOOD TREATS
• NO SHOCK COLLARS
• NO WHISTLES
• NO CLICKERS
• NO PANIC
• NO LEASHES (after week 6 of 9)
• NO KIDDING

“I actually know more commands than I respond to.”



1. Border Collie
2. Poodle
3. German Shepherd
4. Golden Retriever
5. Doberman Pinscher
6. Shetland Sheepdog
7. Labrador Retriever
8. Papillion
9. Rottweiler
10. Australian Cattle Dog
11. Miniature Schnauzer
12. English Springer Spaniel
13. Belgian Tervuren
14. Schipperke 
       Belgian Sheepdog
15. Collie
       Keeshond
16. German ShorthairPointer
17. Flat-coat Retriever
       English Cocker Spaniel
       Standard Schnauzer
18. Brittany
19. Cocker Spaniel
20. Weimaraner
21. Belgian Malinois
       Bernese Mountain Dog
22. Pomeranian
23. Irish Water Spaniel
24. Viszla
25. Cardigan Welsh Corgi
26. Chesapeake Bay Retriever
       Puli
       Yorkshire Terrier
27. Giant Schnauzer
28. Airedale
       Bouvier Des Flandes
29. Border Terrier
       Briard
30. Welsh Springer Spaniel
31. Manchester Terrier
32. Samoyed 

 

33. Field Spaniel
       Newfoundland
       Australian Terrier
       American Staff Terrier
       Cordon Setter
       Bearded Collie
34. Cairn Terrier
       Kerry Blue Terrier
       Irish Setter
35. Norwegian Elkhound
36. Affenpinscher
       Miniature Pinscher
       English Setter
       Pharoah Hound
       Clumber Spaniel
37. Norwich Terrier
38. Dalmatian
39. Softcoated Wheaten Terrier
       Bedlington Terrier
       Smooth-Haired Fox  Terrier
40. Curly-coated Retriever
41. Kuvasz
       Australian Shepherd
42. Saluki
       Finnish Spitz
       Pointer
43. Cavalier King Charles
       Spaniel
       German WirehairedPointer
       Black and Tan Coonhound
44. Siberian Husky
       Bichon Frise
       English Toy Spaniel
45. English Foxhound
       Otter Hound
       American Foxhound
       Greyhound
       Wirehaired Pointing Griffon
46. West Highland White Terrier
       Scottish Deerhound
47. Boxer
       Great Dane
 

48. Dachshund
       Staff Bull Terrier
49. Malamute
50. Whippet
       Shar-pei
       Wirehaired fox terrier
51. Rhodesian Ridgeback
52. Ibizan Hound
       Welsh Terrier
       Irish Terrier
53. Boston Terrier
54. Skye Terrier
55. Norfolk Terrier
       Sealyham Terrier
56. Pug
57. French Bulldog
58. Brussels Griffon
       Maltese Terrier
59. Italian Greyhound
60. Chinese Crested
61. Dandie Dinmont Terrier
       Vendeen
       Tibetan Terrier
       Chinese Chin
       Lakeland Terrier
62. Old English Sheepdog
63. Great Pyrenees
64. Scottish Terrier
65. Saint Bernard
66. Chihuahua
67. Lhasa Apso
68. Bullmastiff
69. Shih Tzu
70. Basset Hound
71. Mastiff
       Beagle
72. Pekingese
73. Bloodhound
74. Borzoi
75. Chow Chow
76. Bulldog
77. Basenji
78. Afghan Hound

INTELLIGENCE RANKING
The following is a ranking of “Dogs for Obedience and Working Intelligence” by 
Stanley Coren from The Intelligence of Dogs. I include this for perspective and fun. 
It does not include every breed, so if your breed is missing, find a close cousin!

4 SESSIONS PER YEAR:
WINTER/SUMMER, AK        SPRING/FALL, ID



CLASS MEETS FOR 
                       2 HOURS ONCE A WEEK

NOTES OF ENCOURAGEMENT FROM OUR GRADUATES 
To Owners of Insecure Dogs

My beagle was desperately afraid of everything. Now she has become secure 
and unafraid. 

To Owners of Rambunctious Dogs

My puppy was wild and uncontrollable. For weeks she was absolutely crazy in 
class with the other dogs. Now to see her on a distant down in the group of 
dogs amazes me. I enjoy her even more. 

To Owners of Aggressive Dogs

I thought I could win my dog over by kindness, love and an extra treat, but it 
did not work. I used the aggression correction and was sorry I didn’t start being 
stern earlier when it was suggested. It would have been easier on both me and 
my dog. 

I was afraid the aggression correction would make her afraid of me, but now 
she walks tall and proud and is confident and we love her. I stuck with the class 
and I’m glad I did, because my formerly impossible dog is now a respectable 
member of our family. 

Does she hate me for using the correction when she tried to bite? NO, she can’t 
do enough to please me and is happiest right by my side. One quick correction 
and our bond actually deepened. 

To Owners with Limited Strength

I am in my upper seventies with a prosthesis in each knee. When asked to run, I 
was really in trouble. I walked as fast as I could, and it worked very well. My dog 
has become a wonderful, obedient pet. 

I started class with apprehension. I have a heart problem. We tried three weeks 
and were going to give it up, but our trainer fitted us with a new collar that 
made all the difference. If you have a disability, don’t quit. Ask your trainer to 
come up with something that will help you get the most out of class.



To Young Owners

The way I trained Joker was lots of hard work. The main thing was to praise a 
LOT, even if I had to correct. Listen and follow directions exactly. I did a bad 
thing at first; Joker was showing aggression in the second week, but I ignored 
it. By the third week he growled at me so we “treated” it, and now he is fine. A 
problem you may have is being shy. A thing you can do is talk to people during 
the break, like ask a dog’s name. P.S. Don’t be afraid to give firm corrections. It 
saves a lot of work. 

To Owners with Stressful Lives

In spite of muscle aches and arthritic pain, we hung in there – not to say there 
weren’t days of frustration, tears, and times of thinking “I quit.” Sometimes when 
family life was trying, dog training would seem like the last straw, but when she 
would come through for me and start to shine, it would be the one point of 
light that made all the other problems not so insurmountable. I will forever be 
grateful for this training. 

To Busy Owners

Dog training has been like watching a baby grow and seeing it able to do 
new things. One week may be difficult, but it brings results the next week. As 
I began, I was not sure I could give the time needed. I made the commitment, 
and now my dog and I respect each other more, and we are better friends. So be 
consistent and don’t give up. 

If you want a great dog, you must work very hard. But all worthwhile 
relationships demand this commitment. 

There will be peaks and valleys, but there will be a huge sense of pride when 
you finish. Not just in your dog, but in yourself as well. I get positive comments 
from onlookers all the time. Nine weeks is such a short time invested, and the 
return is a wonderful relationship with your dog. DON’T GIVE UP!!! 



TRAINING TIPS BY PERSONALITY
Timid – 

This dog shrinks from entering class, spooks at new sights, and cowers at being 
corrected. Owners tend to coddle, protect, and soothe, being afraid the training 
will break the dog’s spirit. Soothing a timid dog always makes it more timid. 
Build his confidence by ignoring cowardly behavior. Work your dog in a peppy, 
no-nonsense fashion with lots of praise. 

Sullen –

This dog drags along grudgingly, sighs, and rolls their sad eyes. You feel guilty 
for putting your dog through such “misery.” Would you take a child out of school 
because he was too lazy to try to learn? Work fast and happy, giving lots of 
praise. NEVER feel sorry for a sullen dog – he can read you.

 Previously Abused – 

Half of all dog owners we meet think their dog has been abused, because it is 
fearful or shies from certain people, objects, or motions. Most of the time, the 
dog is simply timid or under-socialized. In the case of the rare, truly abused dog, 
training, even with stiff corrections, will greatly build confidence. 

Happily Berserk – 

This party fellow takes life with a bouncy zest and nearly pulls your arms out 
of their sockets trying to play with the other dogs in class. He may leap and 
play bite the leash or you. You feel like a party–pooper making such a jolly boy 
behave. Don’t worry – training will give your happy-go-lucky dog manners, not 
take away his jolly nature. Give very stiff corrections and mild praise. 

Aggressive - 

This dog grumbles, growls, and even snaps when you try to enforce a command. 
Owners sometimes try to cover for such dogs, claiming he was just “sighing” or 
“yawning” or that training caused his aggression. Proper training never causes 
aggression – it simply reveals the resistant nature of a dog that has never been 
required to obey. This is a serious problem. Aggression never goes away by 
itself; it gets worse and ends up being dangerous to humans and fatal to the 
dog itself. Contact trainer for proper aggression correction methods.

Crowd Shy – 

This dog isn’t timid at home, but hates class no matter how cheerful his owner 
is. Some dogs, just like some people, simply hate crowds. If you are sure you are 
not being tense or overprotective, chances are your dog just lacks socialization. 
Ignore his discomfort, be as positive as you can, and figure he may never enjoy 
the bustle of class, but he will benefit from it. 



WHY SPAY AND NEUTER? 
In nature, your pet would be breeding constantly, which is how God designed 
him/her. However, dogs were not designed to endure the hormonal influences 
and not be bred continually. This is unnatural and can cause serious health 
problems. (It is good to leave the breeding to the breeders!)

In females, each heat cycle they go through without being bred increases their 
chances of life-threatening uterine infection. We recommend spaying females for 
health reasons and to control the disgraceful problem of millions of excess pets 
killed each year. 

In males we HIGHLY recommend neutering for health reasons but more 
importantly, for behavioral reasons: 

Your unneutered male is much harder to train, much more likely to fight other 
dogs, and many times more likely to bite you and others. Nearly all fatal dog 
attacks on humans are from unneutered males. 

Your unneutered male constantly urinates on everything – a real nuisance! 

Your unneutered male dog is sexually frustrated every moment of his life. 
Being intact as a non-stud is not natural or enjoyable for him. Leaving him 
intact only to breed him once or twice in his lifetime is really unfair, considering 
he has the desire all the time!

Your unneutered male has other things on his mind. He will never give you the 
attention, devotion, and love that he could give you if he were relieved of his 
strong breeding drive. 

Neutering will not make your dog fat, lazy or less of a watchdog. 

We have no hang-ups about gelding horses, since a stallion is much more 
troublesome – as is an intact male dog. Why the reluctance?

 

IF YOU LOVE YOUR DOGS, SPAY AND NEUTER!!  

I AM LOVED



CURING AGGRESSION: 
OUR STUDENT TESTIMONIES
“I was going to put my Rottweiler to sleep for aggression toward me and my 
family. Now my friends can’t believe it’s the same dog. This training saved his life.”  
 -Rod Westfall  

“It took only three days to rehabilitate my fighting boxer and I’m totally amazed. 
He’s a new dog.” 
 -Sherri Bond 

“I can personally attest to this (the effectiveness of the correction method) as I had 
rescued an adult pit-bull who had to be restrained or locked away 24 hours a day. 
After completion of the course, the dog is now a respectable canine companion to 
be trusted with other people and animals.”  
 -Dr. Nanette Swane, DVM 

“One session and our biter is one hundred percent cured. The groomers are amazed!”  
 -Donna Shepherd 

“I saw results within the first two sessions. We can now walk down the road without 
his growling or fighting other dogs. My experience at Scotch Pines has been life 
changing.” 
 -Renee Gledhill

BEHAVIOR PROBLEM SOLVING
AGGRESSION
There are many types of aggression and many causes. Contact your trainer 
for help if your dog is aggressive. If aggression is not corrected, it gets 
worse.

WE TRAIN FOR SERIOUS OBEDIENCE



THE LIFE AND DEATH 
OF AN UNTRAINED DOG 

Author Unknown 

I woke up one morning with my littermates. I saw Mom lying there, so I 
went over to get some breakfast. Mom was warm and she licked me all 
over. She loved us so much…

Things were good back then. Then I went to live in a home with two 
kids and their mom and dad. I used to be able to come in the house 
and play. They even let me sleep in the house. The children would run 
and I would chase them around. When I was little they would let me 
jump on them and even playfully bite them. The family would laugh 
and encourage me to play like that. They gave me lots of toys such as 
socks, shoes and stuffed animals. I had so much fun…

Those were the days. As I got bigger, I would accidentally knock the 
children down. I would try to bite them on the cuff of their pants as 
they ran. I found toys like the ones my master gave me when I was 
younger, and I would chew them up. They started getting mad at 
me all the time. When I jumped up they would knee me down. One 
minute they were laughing at me for play biting and chewing and the 
next minute they would spank me for doing the very same thing…

I was so confused. Now I spend my days, hour after hour, chained in 
the back yard. No one comes out to play with me. I am so happy to 
see them when they come out that I jump and bark with joy. I spend 
my days digging up the yard around me which makes my masters 
mad at me. Fleas crawl all over me…

Which drives me crazy. The more I sit out here the madder I get. I 
cannot understand why they brought me home just to chain me in 
the yard. If my masters are unhappy with my behavior…

Why not train me? Why did they encourage me to jump and bite? 
Things have not gotten any better for me. Now I sit in jail. People 
come by my cage looking at me. I bark at them but no one wants me. 
Oh, no! Here comes a lady with a leash. Where is she taking me? She 
walks me into a room. Oh, she likes me. It’s so good to be hugged 
again. What’s this? She is sticking my leg. Oh, I am so sleepy. What has 
happened to me? I am asleep now…

NO ONE CAN HURT ME ANYMORE. 



1 puppy
1 owner or family
1 gallon of affection
12 cups of romping & playing
1 fenced yard
1 chew bone
7 cups of socialization
10 cups of consistent training
16 cups of patience
regular grooming
LOVE without measure

Begin with puppy and owner. Generously pour on the affection. Vigorously 
mix in the romping and playing to prevent destructive habits. Allow puppy 
to rest regularly in fenced yard with chew bone to develop security and 
avoid anxiety. Carefully blend in socialization and consistent training. Add 
patience, mixing in more if necessary. Garnish with regular grooming. 
Cover over the entire mixture, LOVE without measure. 
Stir daily until puppy and owner are one! 

    Enjoy!

Puppy Love

Stephanie & Belle
SCOTCH PINES DOG TRAINING

Specializing in Off-Leash Obedience 
www.spdogtraining.com  

twopartspraise@spdogtraining.com 
  

P.O. Box 5022, Twin Falls, ID 83303
2000 E. Dowling #12, Anchorage, AK 99507 

 208-484-5284  


